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CUBE-LIKE INCIDENCE COMPLEXES AND THEIR GROUPS
ANDREW C. DUKE AND EGON SCHULTE
Abstract. The article studies power complexes and generalized power complexes, and
investigates the algebraic structure of their automorphism groups. The combinatorial inci-
dence structures involved are cube-like, in the sense that they have many structural proper-
ties in common with higher-dimensional cubes and cubical tessellations on manifolds. Power
complexes have repeatedly appeared in applications.
1. Introduction
Combinatorial, geometric or topological structures built from cubes or cube-like compo-
nents have been studied extensively. The present paper studies two particularly interesting
types of cube-like structures: power complexes and generalized power complexes. The former
were first discovered by Danzer in the early 1980’s (see [10, 24, 32]). Power complexes that
are also abstract polytopes have attracted a lot of attention and have been described in detail
in McMullen & Schulte [24, Ch. 8]. They have repeatedly appeared somewhat unexpectedly
in various mathematical applications, although often under a different name; for example,
see Coxeter [6], Effenberger & Ku¨hnel [16], Ku¨hnel [22], Beineke & Harary [1], Ringel [30],
Brehm, Ku¨hnel & Schulte [3], Pisanski, Schulte & Weiss [29] and Monson & Schulte [27].
Structures arising from power complexes have also been used to describe fault-tolerant com-
munication networks (see Bhuyan & Agrawal [2], Dally [9], Fu, Chen & Duh [17] and Ghose
& Desai [18]).
The purpose of this article is to investigate the structure of the automorphism group of the
power complexes nK and describe a generalization of the polytopes LK,G introduced in [24,
Ch. 8B]. Our discussion is in terms of incidence complexes, a broad class of ranked incidence
structures closely related to abstract polytopes, ranked partially ordered sets, and incidence
geometries (see [11, 31]). In Section 2 we review key facts about regular incidence complexes
and generating sets of their automorphism groups. Section 3 establishes basic properties of
general power complexes, and Section 4 determines the wreath product structure of their
automorphism groups. Then in Section 5 we explain how a regular power complex can be
recovered from a small flag-transitive subgroup of its automorphism group by exploiting
twisting techniques akin to those of [24, Ch. 8]. Finally, Section 6 describes generalized
power complexes.
This paper is dedicated to our friend and colleague Nikolai Dolbilin, whose works in-
clude remarkable contributions to the study of cubical structures (for example, see Dolbilin,
Shtanko & Shtogrin [12, 13]).
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2. Basic Notions
Incidence complex are patterned after convex polytopes. The notion is originally due to
Danzer [10, 11] and was inspired by Gru¨nbaum [20]. The special case of abstract polytopes
has recently attracted a lot of attention (see [24]). Incidence complexes can also be viewed as
incidence geometries or diagram geometries with a linear diagram (see Buekenhout-Pasini [5],
Leemans [23] and Tits [36]), although here we study them from the somewhat different
discrete geometric and combinatorial perspective of polytopes and ranked partially ordered
sets.
Following [11] (and [31]), an incidence complex K of rank k, or simply a k-complex ,
is a partially ordered set, with elements called faces , which has the following properties
(I1),. . . ,(I4).
(I1) K has a least face F−1 and a greatest face Fk, called the improper faces.
(I2) Every totally ordered subset, or chain, of K is contained in a (maximal) totally ordered
subset of K with exactly k + 2 elements, called a flag .
These two conditions make K into a ranked partially ordered set, with a strictly monotone
rank function with range {−1, 0, . . . , k}. A face of rank i is called an i-face. A face of rank
0, 1 or n− 1 is also called a vertex , an edge or a facet, respectively.
(I3) K is strongly flag-connected , meaning that if Φ and Ψ are two flags of K, then there
is a finite sequence of flags Φ = Φ0,Φ1, . . . ,Φm−1,Φm = Ψ, all containing Φ ∩ Ψ, such that
successive flags are adjacent (differ in just one face).
(I4) There exist cardinal numbers c0, . . . , ck−1 ≥ 2, for our purposes taken to be finite, such
that, whenever F is an (i−1)-face and G a (i+1)-face with F < G, the number of i-faces H
with F < H < G is given by ci.
Two adjacent flags are said to be i-adjacent , for i = 0, . . . , k − 1, if they differ exactly in
their i-faces. Condition (I4) can be rephrased by saying that the number of flags i-adjacent
to a given flag equals ci − 1 for each i.
For an i-face F and a j-face G with F < G we call
G/F := {H ∈ K |F ≤ H ≤ G}
a section of K. This is an incidence complex in its own right, of rank j − i − 1 and with
cardinal numbers ci+1, . . . , cj−1. Usually we identify a j-face G of K with the j-complex
G/F−1. Likewise, if F is an i-face, the (k − i − 1)-complex Fk/F is called the co-face of F
in K, or the vertex-figure at F if F is a vertex.
An abstract k-polytope, or briefly k-polytope, is an incidence complex of rank k such that
ci = 2 for i = 0, . . . , k − 1 (see [24]). Note that a polytope is a complex in which every flag
has precisely one i-adjacent flag for each i. An incidence complex of rank 1 with v vertices
is also called a v-edge and is denoted {}v (here v = c0).
The automorphism group Γ(K) of an incidence complex K is the group of all order-
preserving bijections of K. A complex K is said to be regular if Γ(K) is transitive on the
flags of K. Unlike regular polytopes, an arbitrary regular complex K need not be simply
flag-transitive, so in general Γ(K) has nontrivial flag-stabilizers.
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Now let Γ be any flag-transitive subgroup of the full automorphism group Γ(K) of a
regular k-complex K. It was shown in [31] that any such group (including Γ(K) itself) has a
distinguished system of generating subgroups obtained as follows (the proof for polytopes is
given in [24, Ch. 2B]). Suppose Φ := {F−1, F0, . . . , Fk} is a fixed, or base flag , of K, where Fi
designates the i-face in Φ for each i. For each Ω ⊆ Φ let ΓΩ denote the stabilizer of Ω in Γ,
so in particular Γ∅ = Γ and ΓΦ is the stabilizer of Φ. Then
(1) Γ = 〈R−1, R0, . . . , Rk〉,
where for i = −1, 0, . . . , k the ith subgroup Ri is given by
Ri := ΓΦ\{Fi} = 〈ϕ ∈ Γ | Fjϕ = Fj for all j 6= i〉.
Each Ri contains ΓΦ, and even coincides with ΓΦ when i = −1 or k. This shows that in
generating Γ, the subgroups R−1 and Rk are redundant when k > 0. In addition,
(2) ci := |Ri : ΓΦ| (i = 0, . . . , k − 1).
Moreover, the following commutation property holds at the level of groups (but not generally
at the level of elements):
(3) Ri · Rj = Rj · Ri (−1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ k − 1).
The stabilizers of subchains of the base flag in Γ can be expressed in terms of the generating
subgroups. More explicitly, if Ω ⊆ Φ then
ΓΩ = 〈Ri | −1 ≤ i ≤ k, Fi 6∈ Ω〉.
Further, for I ⊆ {−1, 0, . . . , k} define ΓI := 〈Ri | i ∈ I〉; when I = ∅ the latter is taken
to mean R−1 = ΓΦ. Thus
ΓI = Γ{Fj |j 6∈I} (I ⊆ {−1, 0, . . . , k});
or equivalently,
ΓΩ = Γ{i|Fi 6∈Ω} (Ω ⊆ Φ).
Moreover, the group Γ satisfies the following important intersection property :
(4) ΓI ∩ ΓJ = ΓI∩J (I, J ⊆ {−1, 0, . . . , k}).
The partial order on K can be completely characterized in terms of the distinguished
generating subgroups of Γ. In fact,
Fiϕ ≤ Fjψ ←→ ψ
−1ϕ ∈ Γ{i+1,...,k}Γ{−1,0,...,j−1} (−1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k; ϕ, ψ ∈ Γ),
or equivalently,
(5) Fiϕ ≤ Fjψ ←→ Γ{−1,0,...,k}\{i}ϕ ∩ Γ{−1,0,...,k}\{j}ψ 6= ∅ (−1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k; ϕ, ψ ∈ Γ).
It was also established in [31] that if Γ is any group with a system of generating subgroups
R−1, R0, . . . , Rk such that (3), (1) and (4) hold, and R−1 = Rk, then Γ is a flag-transitive
subgroup of the automorphism group Γ(K) of a regular incidence complex K of rank k
(see [24, Ch. 2E] for the proof for polytopes). As i-faces for K we take the right cosets
of Γ{−1,0,...,k}\{i} for each i, and then define the partial order by (5). The homogeneity
parameters c0, . . . , ck−1 then are determined by (2).
Abstract regular polytopes have only one flag-transitive subgroup, namely the full auto-
morphism group Γ(K). In this case the flag stabilizer ΓΦ is trivial and each subgroup Ri
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(with i = 0, . . . , k − 1) is generated by an involutory automorphism ρi that maps Φ to its
unique i-adjacent flag. The group of an abstract regular polytope is then what is called a
string C-groups (see [24]), that is, the distinguished involutory generators ρ0, . . . , ρk−1 satisfy
both the commutativity relations typical of a Coxeter group with string diagram, and the
intersection property (4).
The regular complex polytopes in unitary complex space Ck are regular incidence com-
plexes. Only the real polytopes among them are also abstract regular polytopes (see [8, 34]).
The geometric (unitary) symmetry group of a regular complex polytope is a complex uni-
tary reflection group in Ck acting flag-transitively (see [35]); however, the combinatorial
automorphism group is generally larger. The regular complex k-cube
γnk := n{4}2{3}2 · · ·2{3}2,
with k ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2 (and with k − 2 entries 3 in the symbol), has nk vertices, each with
an ordinary (k − 1)-simplex {3k−2} as vertex-figure, and nk facets, each isomorphic to γnk−1
if k ≥ 2 (see [8]). When n = 2 this is the ordinary k-cube γk = γ
2
k .
3. Power complexes
The first published account of Danzer’s power complex construction can be found in [32].
(Danzer’s article about the construction announced in [10] was never written.) The power
complex P = nK, with n ≥ 2 and K a finite k-complex, is a (k + 1)-complex with n vertices
on each edge and with each vertex-figure isomorphic to K (see [32]). The complexes P, with
n = 2 and K a polytope, are abstract polytopes and have been studied extensively (see [24,
Ch. 8C, D]). Power complexes are generalized cubes; when K has simplex facets, P can also
be viewed as a cubical complex (see [4, 28]).
Let n ≥ 2 and set N := {1, . . . , n}. Let K be a finite k-complex (k > 0), not necessarily
regular, with v vertices and vertex-set V := {1, . . . , v}. Suppose K is vertex-describable,
meaning that the faces of K are uniquely determined by their vertex-sets. Then P will be a
finite (k + 1)-complex with vertex-set
(6) Nv =
v⊗
i=1
N,
the cartesian product of v copies of N ; its nv vertices are written as row vectors ε :=
(ε1, . . . , εv). Bearing in mind that the faces of K can be viewed as subset of V , we take as
j-faces (j ≥ 0) of P, for any (j − 1)-face F of K and any vector ε = (ε1, . . . , εv) in N
v, the
subsets F (ε) of Nv defined by
(7) F (ε) := {(η1, . . . , ηv) ∈ N
v | ηi = εi if i 6∈ F}
or, with slight abuse of notation, the cartesian product
F (ε) := (
⊗
i∈F
N)× (
⊗
i 6∈F
{εi}).
Thus the j-face F (ε) of P consists of the vectors in Nv that coincide with ε in precisely the
components determined by the vertices of K not lying in F . It follows that, if F , F ′ are
faces of K and ε = (ε1, . . . , εv), ε
′ = (ε′1, . . . , ε
′
v) belong to N
v, then F (ε) ⊆ F ′(ε′) in P if
and only if F ≤ F ′ in K and εi = ε
′
i for each i 6∈ F
′.
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The set of all faces F (ε), with F a face of K and ε in Nv, partially ordered by inclusion
(and supplemented by the empty set as least face), is the desired power complex , nK = P.
Each vertex-figure of P is isomorphic to K. If F is a (j − 1)-face of K and F := F/F−1 is
the (j − 1)-complex determined by F , then the j-faces of P of the form F (ε) with ε in Nv
are isomorphic to the power complex nF of rank j. Moreover, P is regular if K is regular.
Complete proofs of these facts can be found in [14, 15] (see also [24, Section 8D] and [27, 32]).
The regular complex cubes γnk described in the previous section are examples of power
complexes. In particular, γnk = n
αk−1 , where αk−1 denotes the (k − 1)-simplex {3
k−2}. More
examples are described below.
Power complexes behave nicely with respect to skeletons. Let 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Recall that
the j-skeleton skelj(K) of a k-complex K is the (j + 1)-complex with faces those of K of
rank at most j or of rank k (the k-face of K becomes the (j + 1)-face of skelj(K)). If K is
vertex-describable, then
(8) skelj+1(n
K) = nskelj(K)
(see [15]). For example, if K is a v-edge {}v (of rank 1), then identifying K with skel0(αv−1)
gives
n{}v = nskel0(αv−1) = skel1(n
αv−1) = skel1(γ
n
v ).
Thus the 2-complex n{}v is isomorphic to the 1-skeleton of the unitary complex v-cube γnv
described above.
4. The group of a power complex
In this section we determine the structure of the automorphism group of a power complex.
Let again P := nK, where n and K are as above. The automorphism group Γ(P) of P
contains a subgroup isomorphic to Sn ≀ Γ(K) = S
v
n ⋊ Γ(K), the wreath product of Sn and
Γ(K) defined by the natural action of Γ(K) on the vertex-set of K (see [15]). In particular,
an automorphism ϕ of K determines an automorphism ϕ̂ of P as follows. For a vertex
ε = (ε1, . . . , εv) of P, we have
(9) εϕ̂ = (ε1ϕ, . . . , εvϕ) =: εϕ,
and, more generally, for a face F (ε) of P,
(10) F (ε)ϕ̂ := (Fϕ)(εϕ).
More generally, for σ ∈ Svn and ϕ ∈ Γ(K), the typical element θ = σϕ of S
v
n ⋉ Γ(K) acts on
P according to
(11) F (ε)θ := F (εσ)ϕ̂ = (Fϕ)((εσ)ϕ).
Note that Sn ≀ Γ(K) is vertex-transitive on P and that its vertex stabilizers in Sn ≀ Γ(K) are
isomorphic to Sn−1 ≀ Γ(K).
Theorem 1. Let K be a finite vertex-describable incidence complex with automorphism group
Γ(K), and let n ≥ 2. Then the power complex nK has automorphism group isomorphic
to Sn ≀ Γ(K).
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Proof. We already mentioned that Sn ≀ Γ(K) is a vertex-transitive subgroup of Γ(P). In
particular, Γ(P) contains a vertex-transitive subgroup isomorphic to Svn; for each i in V ,
a copy of Sn acts on the i
th component of the vectors in Nv leaving all other components
unchanged. Additionally, by (9) applied with η = 1 := (1, . . . , 1), the group Γ(K) is naturally
embedded in Γ(P) as a subgroup of the vertex stabilizer of the base vertex (1, . . . , 1) of P.
We will now show that Sn ≀ Γ(K) coincides with Γ(P). First note that by the vertex-
transitivity of Sn ≀Γ(K) on P it is sufficient to investigate the structure of the stabilizer of a
base vertex of P in Γ(P). In fact, up to an element from Sn ≀ Γ(K) each automorphism of P
can be made to coincide with an automorphism in the stabilizer of the base vertex in Γ(P).
As base vertex we choose 1. For i ∈ V and j ∈ N , let
1ji := (1, . . . , 1, j, 1, . . . , 1)
be the vector obtained from 1 by replacing the ith component by j. In designating edges
of P, we find it convenient to use two separate notations for vertices of K, namely 1, . . . , v
and G1, . . . , Gv, with the understanding that Gi is identified with i for i = 1, . . . , v. The first
notation views a vertex of K as an element of V , and the second emphasizes that a vertex is
a face of K. Notice that Gi(1) is an edge of P with vertices 1
j
i for j ∈ N .
Now suppose an element ρ ∈ Γ(P) fixes the base vertex 1 of P, that is, 1ρ = 1. We
will show that there are elements ϕ ∈ Γ(K) and σ ∈ Svn such that ρϕσ is the identity
automorphism of P. We begin by constructing ϕ.
First note that, since ρ fixes 1, it induces an automorphism on the vertex-figure Fd(1)/1
of P at 1, which is isomorphic to K. If ϕ is the automorphism of K corresponding to the
restriction of ρ−1 to the vertex-figure Fd(1)/1, then ρ
′ = ρϕ is an automorphism of P that
acts trivially on the entire vertex-figure Fd(1)/1 at 1. Thus F (1)ρ
′ = F (1) for all faces F
of K. Furthermore, since in particular each edge Gi(1) is fixed under ρ
′, the vertices 1ji of
Gi(1) are permuted among each other by ρ
′.
Next we construct σ by viewing ρ′ as a permutation on Nv. Recall that Svn is a subgroup
of Γ(P). More explicitly define
S(i)n := 〈1〉×· · ·×〈1〉×Sn×〈1〉×· · ·×〈1〉,
where the Sn occurs in position i. Thus S
v
n = S
(1)
n × · · · × S
(v)
n . For each i ∈ V there exists
an automorphism σi of P in S
(i)
n such that 1
j
iρ
′σi = 1
j
i for all j, and 1
j
kρ
′σi = 1
j
kρ
′ for all
k 6= i and all j. Setting σ := σ1σ2 . . . σv and taking ρ
′′ := ρ′σ = ρϕσ, we observe that ρ′′
fixes the vertices and edges in Figure 1, that is, all vertices 1ji with i ∈ V and j ∈ N , and
all edges Gi(1) with i ∈ V .
The weight of a vertex ε = (ε1, . . . , εv) is the number of components εi distinct from 1.
The set S := {i | εi 6= 1} is called the support of ε. Similarly, define the weight of an edge
Gj(ε) as the number of εl, l 6= j, that are distinct from 1. We have just established the fact
that ρ′′ fixes all vertices of weight 1 and all edges of weight 0, so in particular ρ′′ fixes all
vertices and edges of weight 0.
We will show by induction on m that all vertices and edges of weight m are fixed by ρ′′.
The statement holds for m = 0 as well as for vertices when m = 1. Now let m ≥ 1 and
assume inductively that ρ′′ fixes all vertices and edges of weight m− 1.
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Figure 1. Vertices and edges fixed by ρ′′.
In the proof for vertices we may additionally assume that m ≥ 2, since the statement is
true for m = 1. Every vertex of weight m lies in exactly m edges of weight m − 1; namely
a vertex ε of weight m with support S is incident to all edges of the form Gi(ε) with i ∈ S.
Let ε be such a vertex and let ερ′′ = η; we need to show that η = ε. Since ρ′′ is known to fix
all edges of weight m− 1, we have
η = ερ′′ ∈ Gi(ε)ρ
′′ = Gi(ε)
and hence ηj = εj for j 6= i, for each i ∈ S. Hence we have η = ε since |S| = m ≥ 2, and ρ
′′
fixes ε as desired. This proves the statement for each vertex of weight m.
To establish the statement for edges of weight m (≥ 1), let ε be a vertex of weight m
with support S. An edge Gj(ε) has weight m − 1 or m according as j ∈ S or j /∈ S. By
inductive hypothesis the edges Gj(ε) with j ∈ S are fixed by ρ
′′. Now let j /∈ S and let
Gj(ε)ρ
′′ = Gj′(ε) for some j
′ where necessarily j′ /∈ S; note here that ρ′′ fixes ε. We need to
show j′ = j. Let im denote the largest index in S, so in particular j 6= im. Define the two
vertices µ = (µ1, . . . , µv) and ν = (ν1, . . . , νv) by
(12) µi = 1, 2, εi according as i = im or i = j or i 6= im, j,
and
(13) νi = 2, εi according as i = j or i 6= j.
Then the sequence
(14) ε, Gj(ε), ν, Gim(ν), µ
consists of sequentially incident vertices and edges of P, and so does its image under ρ′′.
Now since Gj(ε)ρ
′′ = Gj′(ε) and the vertices ε and µ of weight m are fixed by ρ
′′, we obtain
the image sequence
(15) ε, Gj′(ε), νρ
′′, Gim(ν)ρ
′′, µ.
However, µ ∈ Gim(ν)ρ
′′ just means that Gim(ν)ρ
′′ = Gl(µ) for some l ∈ V ; and
νρ′′ ∈ Gim(ν)ρ
′′ = Gl(µ)
implies that (νρ′′)i = µi for i 6= l. (For a vector η = (η1, . . . , ηv) we let (η)i := ηi for each i.)
On the other hand, from (15) we have νρ′′ ∈ Gj′(ε) and hence (νρ
′′)i = εi for i 6= j
′. It
follows that, since (νρ′′)i = µi for i 6= l and (νρ
′′)i = εi for i 6= j
′, we must have µi = εi for
i 6= j′, l. By the definition of µ this forces {l, j′} = {im, j}. Since j, j
′ /∈ S but im ∈ S, this
then gives j = j′ (and l = im). But this is what we want to show. Thus all the edges Gj(ε),
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with ε of weight m, are fixed by ρ′′ as well. But this includes all edges of P of weight m, so
the induction is complete.
Therefore, ρ′′ fixes all vertices and edges of P. Now, since P is vertex-describable all faces
of P are uniquely determined by their vertex-sets. It follows that ρ′′ must fix every face of P.
Therefore, ρ′′ is the identity on P, and ρ = σ−1ϕ−1 ∈ Sn ≀ Γ(K). 
Based on the above structure result for the automorphism group we also use the alternate
notation for nK of n ≀ K. Then Theorem 1 says that
Γ(n ≀ K) = Sn ≀ Γ(K).
When K is a v-edge {}v we also write n ≀ v in place of the 2-complex n
{}v = n ≀ {}v. In
particular,
Γ(n ≀ v) = Sn ≀ Sv.
For the remainder of this section we assume that K is regular. Then the (k+ 1)-complex
P is also regular and the distinguished generating subgroups R̂−1, R̂0, . . . , R̂k+1 for Γ(P) =
Sn ≀ Γ(K) can be obtained as follows ([33]).
Suppose Γ(K) = 〈R−1, R0, . . . , Rk〉, where R−1, R0, . . . , Rk are the distinguished generat-
ing subgroups for Γ(K) with respect to a flag Φ = {F−1, F0, . . . , Fk} of K. Here we take
F0 = 1 in the labeling of the vertices of K. Recall that R−1 = Rk is the stabilizer of Φ
in Γ(K). As base vertex for P we now take n = (n, . . . , n), not 1, and as base flag we choose
Φ(n) := {∅,n, F0(n), . . . , Fk(n)}.
Here Fk(n) = N
v and
F0(n) = N × {n} × · · · × {n}.
First we determine the stabilizer of the base flag, R̂−1. Clearly, the subgroup Sn−1 ≀ R−1
of Γ(P) stabilizes Φ(n), since R−1 stabilizes Φ in K and the subgroup S
v
n−1 of S
v
n (with each
component subgroup S
(i)
n−1 acting on 1, . . . , n − 1) stabilizes n. We claim that Sn−1 ≀ R−1 is
already the full flag stabilizer of Φ(n). Suppose θ ∈ Γ(P) = Svn⋉Γ(K) fixes Φ(n). If θ = σϕ
with ϕ ∈ Γ(K) and σ = σ1 . . . σv ∈ S
v
n (with σi ∈ S
(i)
n as above), then (11) gives
Fj(n) = Fj(n)θ = (Fjϕ)((nσ)ϕ)
for each j = −1, 0, . . . , k. Hence, since K is vertex-describable, Fjϕ = Fj for all j and so ϕ
lies in R−1, the stabilizer of Φ in Γ(K). Moreover,
nσ = nθϕ−1 = nϕ−1 = n
and hence (n)σi = n for each i = 1, . . . , v, so σ lies in the subgroup S
v
n−1 of S
v
n. Thus the
stabilizer of Φ(n) is given by Sn−1 ≀R−1, that is, R̂−1 = Sn−1 ≀ R−1.
Next we find R̂0. Suppose θ = σϕ fixes all faces in Φ(n) except possibly the vertex n.
Then ϕ fixes Φ in K and thus ϕ ∈ R−1. Moreover, since F0((nσ)ϕ) = F0(n), the vertices
n and (nσ)ϕ = (nσ1ϕ, . . . , nσvϕ) coincide in all but possibly the first components. Hence,
since F0 = 1 and therefore 1ϕ = 1, we must have (n)σj = n for j ≥ 2. It follows that
σ ∈ Sn × S
v−1
n−1 and
θ ∈ 〈Sn × S
v−1
n−1, R−1〉 = (Sn × S
v−1
n−1)⋉R−1.
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Conversely, the elements of this group fix all faces of the base flag except possibly the vertex.
Thus R̂0 = (Sn × S
v−1
n−1)⋉ R−1.
For R̂i with i = 1 . . . , k, suppose θ = σϕ fixes all faces of Φ(n) except the i-face Fi(n).
Then
Fj(n) = Fj(n)θ = (Fjϕ)((nσ)ϕ) (j 6= i).
For j = −1 this shows that nθ = n, that is, (nσ)ϕ = n and hence σ ∈ S
v
n−1. Also Fjϕ = Fj
for j 6= i; so ϕ ∈ Ri, the stabilizer of Φ \ {Fi} in K, and θ ∈ Sn−1 ≀Ri. Conversely, Sn−1 ≀ Ri
is a subgroup of R̂i. Thus R̂i = Sn−1 ≀Ri.
In summary, we have the following result. Therefore, we have the following as the gener-
ating subgroups for Γ(P) = Sn ≀ Γ(K).
Theorem 2. If K is a finite vertex-describable regular k-complex with automorphism group
Γ(K) = 〈R−1, R0, . . . , Rk〉, then P is a regular (k + 1)-complex and the distinguished gen-
erating subgroups R̂−1, R̂0, . . . , R̂k+1 of its automorphism group Γ(P) = Sn ≀ Γ(K) are given
by
R̂0 = (Sn × S
v
n−1)⋉ R−1,
R̂i = Sn−1 ≀ Ri−1 for i = 1, . . . , k,
R̂k+1 = R̂−1 = Sn−1 ≀ R−1.
If K is a regular complex, the automorphism group of the power complex nK has a large
supply of flag-transitive subgroups. In fact, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let K be regular. If U is a subgroup of Sn acting transitively on {1, . . . , n} and
Λ is a flag-transitive subgroup of Γ(K), then the subgroup U ≀ Λ = Uv ⋉ Λ of Sn ≀ Γ(K) is a
flag-transitive subgroup of Γ(nK).
Proof. First we note that U ≀Λ = Uv⋊Λ, where Uv is the direct product of v copies of U acting
in the obvious way on the vertex set Nv of nK. In particular, Uv acts transitively on Nv and
hence is a vertex transitive subgroup of Γ(nK). On the other hand, Λ acts flag-transitively on
the vertex-figure at the base vertex. Hence U ≀ Λ = 〈Uv,Λ〉 acts flag-transitively on nK. 
The (unitary) geometric symmetry group of the regular complex k-cubes γnk is isomorphic
to Cn ≀ Sk and is a simply flag-transitive subgroup of the full combinatorial automorphism
group Sn ≀ Sk of γ
n
k , obtained from Lemma 1 when U = Cn.
There are many other interesting power complexes besides γnk . Here we briefly describe
three more examples, two related to complex or real polytopes, and another to projective
planes. More examples are discussed in [14].
First, consider the two regular power complexes nK obtained when K is the regular 4-
crosspolytope {3, 3, 4} or the regular complex polygon (2-polytope) 3{3}3. For {3, 3, 4}, the
geometric symmetry group (denoted [3, 3, 4]) is isomorphic to its combinatorial automor-
phism group. For 3{3}3, the geometric symmetry group (denoted 3[3]3) is isomorphic to
SL(2, 3); this is a subgroup of index 2 in the combinatorial automorphism group of 3{3}3,
which is isomorphic to GL(2, 3). Both {3, 3, 4} and 3{3}3 have 8 vertices, so (8) with j = 0
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shows that the corresponding power complexes n{3,3,4} and n3{3}3 have isomorphic 1-skeletons,
each with n8 vertices and 8 ·n7 edges (n-edges). The vertex-figures are isomorphic to {3, 3, 4}
and 3{3}3, respectively, and the facets to complex 4-cubes γn4 = n
{3,3} and 2-complexes n ≀3.
The automorphism groups of n{3,3,4} and n3{3}3 are Sn≀[3, 3, 4] = S
8
n⋉[3, 3, 4] of order 384(n!)
8
and Sn ≀GL(2, 3) ∼= S
8
n ⋉GL(2, 3) of order 48(n!)
8, respectively.
When n = 2 we know from [24, Cor. 8C6] that 2{3,3,4} is the cubical regular 5-toroid
{4, 3, 3, 4}(4,0,0,0) tessellating the 4-torus. This is an abstract regular 5-polytope with 256
vertices, each with a 4-crosspolytope as vertex-figure, and with 256 facets, each a 4-cube
{4, 3, 3}. The 3-complex 23{3}3 has 256 vertices and 8 · 27 edges, which are 2-edges, and they
form the 1-skeleton of {4, 3, 3, 4}(4,0,0,0). Each facet of 2
3{3}3 is of type 2 ≀ 3, the 1-skeleton
of the ordinary 3-cube, and there are 256 such facets. Figure 2 shows the vertex-figure at
1 = (11111111) and the facet 124(1), where 124 represents the 3-edge of 3{3}3 with vertices
1, 2, 4. The vertex-figures are isomorphic to 3{3}3; in particular, each vertex of 23{3}3 lies in
eight edges (2-edges) and eight facets, each isomorphic to the 1-skeleton of the 3-cube.
5(1)
4(1)
(12111111)
(22121111)
(11111211)
3(1)
(11211111)
(11112111)
(11111121)
7(1)
(22111111)
(21121111)
124(1)
6(1)
✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✥✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆✆
✪
✪
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✪
✪
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✱
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✱
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8(1)
(11111112)
2(1)
(12121111)
1(1)
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(11121111)
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
Figure 2. Vertex-figure of 23{3}3 at 1.
Our final example is the regular 3-complex nPG(2,2), where PG(2, 2) denotes the Fano plane
(with 7 points and 7 lines), the projective plane over a field of order 2. In the Fano plane,
each pair of vertices is colinear with exactly one additional vertex. Around each vertex of
nPG(2,2) there are then seven facets. Therefore in nPG(2,2) each pair of edges (n-edges) forms
a facet with exactly one additional edge. The complex nPG(2,2) has n7 vertices, 7 · n6 edges,
and 7 · n4 facets, each isomorphic to n ≀ 3. The vertex-figures are isomorphic to PG(2, 2),
so each vertex lies in seven edges (n-edges) and seven facets, and three facets meet at each
edge. The automorphism group of nPG(2,2) is Sn ≀ PGL(3, 2) ∼= S
7
n ⋉ PGL(3, 2).
In the power complex 2PG(2,2) there are 128 vertices, 448 edges (2-edges) and 112 facets.
Each facet is isomorphic to 2 ≀ 3, the 1-skeleton of the ordinary cube. Figure 3 shows the
three facets that meet at an edge.
The power complexes 2K obtained from abstract polytopes K with simplex facets, them-
selves have cubical facets and often give cubical complexes with interesting topological prop-
erties; for example, see [3, 21, 22]. The cubical regular 5-toroid 2{3,3,4} described above is of
this kind. If K is a regular or chiral torus map of type {3, 6}(p,q), then the cubical complex
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Figure 3. Three facets of 2PG(2,2) with a common edge. Each vertex lies in
seven edges.
is a 3-dimensional pseudomanifold in which the vertices are “toroidal singularities” with a
neighborhood given by a “cone over a 2-torus”. These complexes are quotients of the regular
tessellation {4, 3, 6} in hyperbolic 3-space.
5. Recovering nK from a small flag-transitive subgroup
Let K be a finite regular incidence complex of rank k ≥ 1 with v vertices, vertex set V ,
and base flag {F−1, F0, F1, . . . , Fk}. Let the automorphism group of K relative to the base
flag be given by Γ(K) = 〈R0, R1, . . . , Rk−1〉 (since k ≥ 1 we can suppress R−1 and Rk). We
begin by constructing a regular (k+1)-complex with vertex-figure isomorphic to K, and then
establish isomorphism with the power complex nK.
Consider the direct product W of v copies of the cyclic group Cn of order n, each Cn with
a generator σF indexed by a vertex F of K. Thus
W = 〈σF |F ∈ V 〉 =
⊗
F∈V
〈σF 〉 = C
v
n.
We view W as a subgroup of the semi-direct product Γ := W ⋉ Γ(K) = Cn ≀ Γ(K), where
the conjugation action of Γ(K) on W is determined by
ϕ−1σFϕ = σFϕ (F ∈ V, ϕ ∈ Γ(K)).
Define the subgroups R̂0, R̂1, . . . , R̂k of Γ by
(16) R̂i =
{
〈σF0〉 if i = 0,
Ri−1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Since Γ(K) acts vertex-transitively on K, each generator σF of W lies in 〈R̂0, . . . , R̂k〉; in
fact, if F ∈ V and F = F0ϕ for some ϕ ∈ Γ(K), then σF = ϕ
−1σF0ϕ. It follows that
Γ = 〈R̂0, R̂1, . . . , R̂k〉.
Moreover, if i ≥ 2 and ϕ ∈ R̂i = Ri−1, then F0ϕ = F0 and hence σF0ϕ = ϕσF0 ; therefore,
R̂0R̂i = R̂iR̂0 (with commutation occurring even at the level of elements).
We need to verify the intersection property (4) for Γ, that is ΓI ∩ ΓJ = ΓI∩J for I, J ⊂
{0, . . . k}. If 0 /∈ I, J then ΓI and ΓJ both lie in Γ(K), so we can directly appeal to the
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intersection property of Γ(K). If 0 ∈ I, J , write I = {0} ∪ I ′ and J = {0} ∪ J ′ with
I ′, J ′ ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. Then
ΓI ∩ ΓJ = ((
⊗
ϕ∈ΓI′
〈σF0ϕ〉)⋉ ΓI′) ∩ ((
⊗
ϕ∈ΓJ′
〈σF0ϕ〉)⋉ ΓJ ′)
= (
⊗
ϕ∈ΓI′∩ΓJ′
〈σF0ϕ〉)⋉ (ΓI′ ∩ ΓJ ′) = (
⊗
ϕ∈ΓI′∩J′
〈σF0ϕ〉)⋉ ΓI′∩J ′ = ΓI∩J ,
by the semi-direct product structure of the groups and the intersection property of Γ(K).
This settles the intersection property in the case 0 ∈ I, J . If only one set, I (say), contains 0,
and again I = {0} ∪ I ′, then
ΓI ∩ ΓJ = ((
⊗
ϕ∈ΓI′
〈σF0ϕ〉)⋉ ΓI′) ∩ ΓJ = ΓI′ ∩ ΓJ = ΓI′∩J = ΓI∩J ,
again by the semi-direct product structure and the intersection property of Γ(K).
Thus the group Γ = Cn ≀ Γ(K) is a flag-transitive subgroup of the automorphism group
of a regular incidence complex of rank k + 1. In fact, by [31, Thm. 3] this complex is
necessarily isomorphic to nK. In fact, the automorphism group Γ(nK) of nK has a flag-
transitive subgroup isomorphic to Cn ≀ Γ(K) (see Lemma 1), and this subgroup acts on n
K
in just the same manner as Γ does on the regular (k + 1)-complex associated with Γ.
Thus nK can be constructed from a small flag-transitive subgroup, Cn ≀ Γ(K), of the full
automorphism group Γ(nK) = Sn ≀ Γ(K) by a twisting operation.
In the above the cyclic group Cn can be replaced by any transitive subgroup U of Sn, and
then nK can be recovered from the flag-transitive subgroup U ≀Γ(K) of Sn ≀Γ(K). The choice
of Cn represents the smallest possible case.
6. Generalized power complexes and twisting
The results in this section are inspired by the twisting construction for the regular poly-
topes LK,G described in [24, Ch. 8B]. This construction proceeds from a suitable Coxeter
group W on which Γ(K) acts as a group of group automorphisms, and then extends W by
Γ(K) to find LK,G. The Coxeter diagram for W depends on the polytopes K and L and
contains G as an induced subdiagram. In particular, Γ(LK,G) ∼= W ⋉ Γ(K).
In the context of arbitrary regular incidence complexes, the applicability of a similar
technique is severely constrained by the lack of readily available classes of groups W on
which the whole group of a regular complex K can act in a suitable way. Here we limit
ourselves to two special cases for regular complexes K and L:
• L is a universal regular polytope of rank d ≥ 1 (and then W is a Coxeter group),
• L has rank 1 (and W is the direct product of cyclic groups).
In these two cases the twisting operation carries over and gives regular complexes which we
denote again by LK,G. The second case was already investigated in Section 5; in fact if L is
an n-edge {}n (and G is the trivial diagram), then L
K,G ∼= nK. In this section we study the
first case.
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Throughout this section, L is a universal regular d-polytope of type {q1, . . . , qd−1} (see
[24, Ch. 3D]). Here “universal” means that L covers every regular d-polytope of the same
Schla¨fli type. The automorphism group Γ(L) of L is the Coxeter group with a string diagram
on d nodes, in which the branches are labeled q1, . . . , qd−1. We let Γ(L) = 〈ρ0, . . . , ρd−1〉,
where ρ0, . . . , ρd−1 are the distinguished generators.
Now let K be a finite regular complex of rank k ≥ 1 with automorphism group Γ(K) =
〈R0, . . . , Rk−1〉 (since k ≥ 1 we can ignore mentioning R−1 and Rk). Let G be a Coxeter
diagram in which the nodes are indexed by the vertices of K; that is, the node set V (G)
of G is the vertex set V (K) of K. Now suppose Γ(K) acts node-transitively on G as a
group of diagram symmetries, the vertex stabilizer-subgroup 〈R1, . . . , Rk−1〉 of Γ(K) fixes
the node F0 (say) of G corresponding to the base vertex of K (it may fix more than one
node), and the action of Γ(K) on G respects the following intersection property for subsets
of nodes of G defined in terms of the generating subgroups R0, . . . , Rk−1 of Γ(K). The latter
means that if V (G, I) denotes the set of images of F0 under the subgroup 〈Ri| i ∈ I〉 of Γ(K)
for I ⊆ {0, . . . , k − 1}, then
(17) V (G, I) ∩ V (G, J) = V (G, I ∩ J) (I, J ⊆ {0, . . . , k − 1}).
In applications, the action of Γ(K) on the nodes of G is just the standard action of Γ(K)
on the vertices of K. In this case the intersection condition (17) is satisfied if K is vertex-
describable. We will make this assumption from now on.
Given L and K as above we now merge the string Coxeter diagram of L with the Coxeter
diagram G to obtain a larger diagram D, which also admits an action of Γ(K) as a group
of diagram symmetries. More precisely, we extend the diagram for L by the diagram G to
a diagram D, by identifying the node F0 of G with the node d− 1 of the diagram of L and
adding, for each G ∈ V (G), a node labeled G and a branch marked qd−1 between nodes
d− 2 and G (see Figure 4). In addition, any branches and labels from G are included in D
(Figure 4 suppresses any such branches). Then the node set of D is
V (D) := V (G) ∪ {0, . . . , d− 2},
where here the node d− 1 of D is viewed as lying in V (G).
qd−1
❛
❛
❢ ❢❛ ❛ ❛❢❢ ❢ ❢
❢
❢
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
q1 q2 q3
1 2 3 d− 2 d− 1 = F00
qd−1
G
G
qd−1
❛
Figure 4. The Coxeter diagram D.
Throughout the remainder of this discussion we focus on the case when G is the trivial
diagram, with nodes the vertices of K and without any branches. (The method works in
more general contexts but we restrict ourselves to this case.) In other words, the Coxeter
group with diagram G is Cv2 , where again v is the number of vertices of K. We also simplify
notation and write LK in place of LK,G (when G is the trivial diagram).
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The group Γ(K) acts on D as a group of diagram symmetries and therefore also on the
Coxeter group
W := 〈σH | H ∈ V (D)〉
defined by D as a group of group automorphisms permuting the generators and fixing
σ0, . . . , σd−2. Note that W contains Γ(L) as a subgroup.
We generate the desired (d+ k)-incidence complex LK from the subgroup
Γ := 〈R̂0, R̂1, . . . , R̂d+k−1〉
of W ⋉ Γ(K), where
(18) R̂i :=
{
〈ρi〉 if i = 0, . . . , d− 1
Ri−d if i = d, d+ 1, . . . , d+ k − 1.
Theorem 3. The group Γ is a flag-transitive subgroup of the automorphism group of a
regular incidence complex of rank d+ k, denoted LK. Moreover, Γ = W ⋉ Γ(K).
Proof. Since Γ(K) = 〈R0, . . . , Rd−1〉 acts transitively on the vertices of K, each generator σH
of W lies in Γ. In fact, if F ∈ V (K) there is a ϕ ∈ Γ(K) such that F = F0ϕ, and then
σF = ϕ
−1σF0ϕ = ϕ
−1ρd−1ϕ.
It then follows that Γ = W ⋉ Γ(K).
Since Γ(K) fixes the nodes 0, . . . , d − 2 of D, it centralizes the generators ρ0, . . . , ρd−2 of
Γ and therefore 〈ρi〉Rj = Rj〈ρi〉 for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Thus R̂iR̂j = R̂jR̂i if
|i− j| ≥ 2.
To see that Γ satisfies the intersection property (4), let I, J ⊆ {0, . . . , d + k − 1}. We
need to show that ΓI∩J = ΓI ∩ ΓJ . Write I = I1 ∪ I2 with I1 ⊆ {0, . . . , d − 1} and
I2 ⊆ {d, d+ 1, . . . , d+ k − 1}. Then
ΓI = 〈R̂i| i ∈ I〉 = 〈ρi, Rj−d| i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2〉
=
{
〈ρi| i ∈ I1〉 〈Rj−d| j ∈ I2〉 if d− 1 6∈ I1
〈ρi, σH | i ∈ I1, H ∈ V (G, I2 − d)〉 〈Rj−d| j ∈ I2〉 if d− 1 ∈ I1,
(19)
where here I2 − d := {j − d | j ∈ I2}. The products in (19) are semi-direct products, and
when d− 1 6∈ I1 the product is even direct. In any case, the first factor is a subgroup of W
and the second factor is a subgroup of Γ(K). For J we can similarly define J1 and J2 so that
J = J1 ∪ J2. Clearly,
I ∩ J = (I1 ∪ I2) ∩ (J1 ∪ J2) = (I1 ∩ J1) ∪ (I2 ∩ J2).
Now the intersection property of W and Γ(K) gives
ΓI1∩J1 = ΓI1 ∩ ΓJ1, ΓI2∩J2 = ΓI2 ∩ ΓJ2,
and the semi-direct product structure implies that ΓI∩J = ΓI ∩ ΓJ . Hence Γ satisfies the
intersection property.
Thus Γ has all properties required of a flag-transitive subgroup of a regular (d+k)-complex.
Then by [31] we know that indeed there is such a complex admitting Γ as flag-transitive
group, and we denote it by LK. 
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Note that if {F−1, F0, . . . , Fk} is the base flag of K, then for d ≤ j ≤ d+ k − 1 we have
〈R̂0, . . . , R̂j〉 = 〈ρi, σH | 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, H ∈ V (G, {0, . . . , j − d})〉 〈R0, . . . , Rj−d〉,(20)
which again a semi-direct product; here
V (G, {0, . . . , j − d}) = {H ∈ V (K)| H ≤ Fj−d+1}.
The following theorem describes the structure of the faces and co-faces of the regular
complex LK derived from Γ.
Theorem 4. Let L be a universal regular d-polytope {q1, . . . , qd−1} and K a finite regular
k-incidence complex. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k let Ki denote the isomorphism type of the i-faces of K.
Then the (d+ i)-faces of LK are isomorphic to LKi. Additionally, if 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 2 then the
co-faces at i-faces of LK are isomorphic to LKi , where Li is the universal regular polytope
{qi+2, . . . , qd−1}, the co-face at an i-face of L.
Proof. Let Gi denote the induced subdiagram of G on the subset V (G, {0, . . . , i − 1})
of V (G). Then Gi is trivial since G is trivial. For the first part of the theorem, notice
that V (G, {0, . . . , i− 1}) = V (Gi). Then apply (20) with j = d+ i− 1 to obtain
〈R̂0, . . . , R̂d+i−1〉 = 〈ρk, σH | 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1, H ∈ V (Gi)〉 〈R0, . . . , Ri−1〉
= 〈ρk, σH | 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1, H ∈ V (Gi)〉⋊ 〈R0, . . . , Ri−1〉.
Because of the specific semi-direct product structure, this latter group is precisely the ana-
logue of Γ obtained when K and G are replaced by Ki and Gi, respectively. It follows that
the (d + i)-faces of LK = LK,G are isomorphic to LKi = LKi,Gi. For the second part, the
construction using the subdiagram of D induced on V (G)∪ {i+ 1, . . . , d− 2} is the same as
the construction using Li, K and G. 
Theorem 4 says that the subgroups associated with the facet and vertex-figure of a regular
complex LK are what we would expect. For the facet this subgroup is 〈R̂0, . . . , R̂d+k−2〉, and
for the vertex-figure it is 〈R̂1, . . . , R̂d+k−1〉. Note that these subgroups may not be the full
automorphism groups of the facet and vertex-figure, respectively.
Note that the power complex LK where both L and K are simplices is itself a universal
regular polytope with a Coxeter group as automorphism group. In fact,
(21) {3d−1}{3
k−1} = {3d−1, 4, 3k−1}
(see [24, Cor. 8B10]). In particular,
{3}{3} = {3, 4, 3},
the 24-cell.
We remark that in the construction of the complexes LK the automorphism group Γ(K)
of K can be replaced by any flag-transitive subgroup, Λ (say), of Γ(K), in the sense that
the resulting regular complex obtained from the new group W ⋉ Λ (with the same W ) is
isomorphic to LK. The group W ⋉ Λ is a flag-transitive subgroup of W ⋉ Γ(K) and hence
of Γ(LK). Its distinguished generator subgroups are given by
〈ρ0〉, . . . , 〈ρd−1〉, R
′
0, . . . , R
′
k−1,
where R′0, . . . , R
′
k−1 are the distinguished generator subgroups of Λ.
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The construction of generalized power complexes LK also behaves nicely with respect to
taking skeletons.
Theorem 5. Let L be a universal regular d-polytope, let K be a finite regular k-incidence
complex, and let j ≤ k − 1. Then
skeld+j(L
K) = Lskelj(K).
Proof. As before let Γ := W ⋉ Γ(K) = 〈R̂0, . . . , R̂d+k−1〉, where the distinguished generators
are as in (18). Recall that Γ is flag-transitive subgroup of Γ(LK).
First note that skelj(K) is a regular (j + 1)-complex on which Γ(K) acts flag-transitively
as a group of automorphisms. Relative to skelj(K), the distinguished generator subgroups
of Γ(K) are given by R0, . . . , Rj−1, R, where R = 〈Rj , . . . , Rk−1〉.
Now bear in mind the remark preceding the theorem. Then it is clear that the
regular complex Lskelj(K) can be constructed from the flag-transitive subgroup Γ(K) of
Γ(skelj(K)), rather than from Γ(skelj(K)) itself. The resulting flag-transitive subgroup
of Γ(Lskelj(K)) then is again Γ, with distinguished generators relative to Lskelj(K) given by
R̂0, . . . , R̂d−1, R0, . . . , Rj−1, R.
On the other hand, the (d + j)-skeleton of LK admits the subgroup 〈R̂0, . . . , R̂d+j−1, R̂〉,
with R̂ := 〈R̂d+j , . . . , R̂d+k−1〉, as a flag-transitive subgroup. But R̂i = Ri−d for i ≥ d, so
R̂ = R and
〈R̂0, . . . , R̂d+j−1, R̂〉 = 〈R̂0, . . . , R̂d−1, R0, . . . , Rj−1, R〉 = Γ.
Hence, since the reconstruction of regular complexes from flag-transitive subgroups is unique,
we must have skeld+j(L
K) = Lskelj(K). 
As an illustration of the previous theorem observe that
(22) {3d−1}{}k = skeld({3
d−1, 4, 3k−2}).
In fact, the k-edge {}k is the 0-skeleton of the (k − 1)-simplex {3
k−2}, and by Theorem 5
and (21), we have
{3d−1}{}k = {3d−1}skel0({3
k−2}) = skeld({3
d−1}{3
k−2}) = skeld({3
d−1, 4, 3k−2}).
Thus the (d + 1)-complex {3d−1}{}k is the d-skeleton of the regular (d + k − 1)-polytope
{3d−1, 4, 3k−2}. In particular,
{3}{}3 = skel2({3, 4, 3}.
The 3-complex {3}{}3 also occurs as a facet of the infinite regular 4-complex {3}PG(2,2).
The diagram of the underlying Coxeter group W is a star with seven unmarked branches, so
both W and Γ =W ⋊PGL(3, 2) are infinite groups. The latter is a flag-transitive subgroup
of the automorphism group of {3}PG(2,2). The vertex-figure of {3}PG(2,2) is isomorphic to the
3-complex 2PG(2,2) described earlier.
The construction of LK,G described above extends more generally to regular complexes
K and L for which a suitable group W , not necessarily a Coxeter group, can be found. To
briefly discuss the limitations of this approach let again L and K be regular, of ranks d and k
respectively, and let Γ(L) = 〈L0, . . . , Ld−1〉 and Γ(K) = 〈R0, . . . , Rk−1〉. Unlike in the above
construction of LK,G we are not assuming that L is a polytope. Now suppose there exists
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a group W generated by a distinguished family of subgroups, such that Γ(K) acts suitably
on W as a group of group automorphisms permuting the subgroups in this distinguished
family. More precisely, suppose that Γ(L) is a subgroup of this group W , and that the
distinguished family of generating subgroups of W (the analogues of the ρi’s and σH ’s) is
given by the generating subgroups L0, . . . , Ld−1 of Γ(L) and by subgroups SH , H ∈ V (K).
Further assume that the subgroup SF0 associated with the base vertex F0 of K coincides with
the subgroup Ld−1 of Γ(L), and that the action of Γ(K) on W resembles the one used in the
construction of LK,G. In other words, the elements ϕ ∈ Γ(K) leave each subgroup Li with
i ≤ d − 2 invariant and take a subgroup SH to the subgroup S(H)ϕ for H ∈ V (K), and the
vertex stabilizer subgroup 〈R1, . . . , Rk−1〉 of Γ(K) leaves the subgroup SF0 of W invariant.
Then this setup already allows us to construct the semi-direct product
Γ := W ⋉ Γ(K) = 〈R̂0, . . . , R̂d+k−1〉,
where
R̂i :=
{
Li if i = 0, . . . , d− 1
Ri−d if i = d, d+ 1, . . . , d+ k − 1.
By our assumption on the action of the vertex stabilizer subgroup 〈R1, . . . , Rk−1〉 on W we
have the desired commutativity property R̂iR̂j = R̂jR̂i for |i− j ≥ 2. However, the crucial
condition is the intersection property for Γ, and this can usually only be guaranteed if W
already has the intersection property with respect to its distinguished family of generator
subgroups. This severely restricts the possibilities and explains why we have focused on the
cases outlined at the beginning of this section. We should add that in the case where L
is a polytope and the distinguished generator subgroups of W are themselves generated by
involutions, the intersection property of W is satisfied if and only if W is a C-group (see [24,
Ch. 2E]).
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